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THE PROPOSED MANAGEMENT OF THE RED-COCKADED
WOODPECKER IN THE SOUTHERN NATIONAL FORESTS:
ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTIONS
Chuck D. Barlow*
I. INTRODUCTION
The southern national forests are home to over fifty woody
species and a large collection of both migratory and nonmigratory
avian species.' The region stretches from Virginia through Tennessee
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Circuit, 1989-1990. The author wishes to thank Stark Ackerman, Adjunct Professor
of Law, Northwestern School of Law of Lewis and Clark College, for his editorial
comments. Copyright 1994 Chuck D. Barlow.
1. The Southern Region of the National Forest System includes the southeastern
assessment region and the south central assessment region. The national forests in
these regions include a mix of tree species dominated by 70% pine species. HENRY
A. PEARSON ET AL., U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., ECOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, AND SOCIO-
ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN SOUTHERN NATIONAL FORESTS 2 (1987). Arkansas
and Mississippi include a mix of forest types that is fairly representative of the
forests found in the region. Arkansas contains three primary forest types: upland
hardwood-bluestem in the northern one-third of the state, bottomland hardwoods
along the Mississippi delta, and loblolly-shortleaf pine-hardwood in the central and
southwestern areas of the state. In Mississippi, forest types include bottomland
hardwood forests extending from the Mississippi River to the eastern edge of the
river delta, loblolly-shortleaf-hardwood forests extending eastward over the greater
part of the state from the delta's eastern edge to the Alabama border, and smaller
longleaf-slash-bluestem systems covering the eastern one-half of the coastal counties.
Id.
Forest Service statistics for 1987 state that Arkansas contained 16,673,000
acres of potentially productive timberland, of which the timber industry owned
4,240,000 acres. Of the 16,673,000 acres, 2,329,000 acres were held in National
Forests. Mississippi included 16,674,000 acres of potentially productive timberland.
Of this amount, 2,864,000 acres were owned by the timber industry, while less
than one-half that amount, 1,240,000, was held in National forests. KAREN L.
WADDELL ET AL., U.S. DEP'T. OF AGRIC., FOREST STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES,
1987 17-18 (table 2) (1989). By 1992, these acreages had changed slightly as follows:
total potentially productive timberland in Arkansas, 17,415,970 acres; in Mississippi,
16,983,720 acres. Timber industry ownership in Arkansas included 4,384,250 acres;
in Mississippi, 3,265,340 acres. National forest ownership in Arkansas included
2,336,620 acres; in Mississippi, 1,143,610 acres. W. BRAD SMITH ET AL., U.S. DEP'T.
OF AGRIC., FOREST STATISTICS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1992 7 (table 1), 37 (table
7) (1994) (units have been converted from hectares to acres). Smith notes that,
nationwide, land designated as "timberland" decreased by four percent from 1952
to 1992 due largely to "withdrawals of public timberland as wilderness or other
land uses that do not permit timber harvest." Id. at 1.
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and Arkansas to eastern Texas and includes 11,767,000 acres of the
National Forest System. 2 Storms in the South usually travel from
the southwest, but the southern national forests are now bracing
for a storm blowing in from the northwest called "ecosystem man-
agement." 3 Having disrupted the lives of thousands of National
forest users in northern California, Oregon, and Washington, the
path of the storm has turned toward the forest systems of Arkansas,
Mississippi, and the surrounding states.4 In the eye of the storm is
a little known endangered species, the red-cockaded woodpecker.
Like its predecessor, the northern spotted owl, the red-cockaded
woodpecker (Picoides borealis) has sparked debate among the Forest
Service, the forest products industry and its employees, environ-
mentalists, Congress, the federal courts, silviculturalists, and wildlife
biologists over the proper uses of National forests and the value to
be placed on an endangered species. The conflict involves the in-
terpretation of four federal statutes and numerous federal agency
regulations. The conflict over how to use National forests in order
to preserve endangered species, produce marketable timber for the
nation, and support the economic infrastructure of the southern
timber-producing regions is the heat that drives the storm.
2. The southern region, with headquarters in Atlanta, includes the national
forests in 14 jurisdictions: Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louis-
iana, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Puerto Rico, South Carolina, Ten-
nessee, Texas, and Virginia. U.S. DEP'T. OF AGIuC., AN ANALYSIS OF THE TIMBER
SITUATION IN THE UNITED STATES: 1989-2040 1, 269 (1989). Acreage statistics are
,..1ilpneu i-i WADDELL, supra note 1, at i6-18 (table 2) and SMITH, supra note 1,
at 7-9 (tables 1-3).
3. The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team, an interdisciplinary
team created by President Clinton to formulate a management plan for the northern
spotted owl, defined "ecosystem management" as a "strategy or plan to manage
ecosystems to provide for all associated organisms, as opposed to a strategy or
plan for managing individual species." FOREST ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT
TEAM, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, & U.S. DEP'T OF
COMM., FOREST ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: AN ECOLOGICAL, ECONOMIC, AND SOCIAL
ASSESSMENT IX-11 (1993). The assessment team defined "ecosystem" simply as a
"unit comprising interacting organisms considered together with their environment
(e.g., marsh, watershed, and lake ecosystems)." Id. at IX-10.
4. The South is not unfamiliar with the consequences of a Congressional
commitment to preserve endangered species. See Tennessee Valley Auth. v. Hill,
437 U.S. 153, 193-95 (1978) (enjoining the completion of the $100 million Tellico
Dam project in Tennessee in order to protect the only population of the snail
darter known at that time).
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II. THE SITUATION OF THE RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER
A. Characteristics and Habitat Needs
The red-cockaded woodpecker, one of approximately 200 species
of woodpeckers extant today,5 requires and, in part, creates a "highly
specialized habitat." ' 6 The red-cockaded woodpecker requires older,
larger pines both for building its home and for foraging. Rather
than build a nest, the red-cockaded woodpecker excavates a cavity
in the softened heartwood of an older pine. These cavities often
take four to seven years to construct, which is a substantial portion
of the red-cockaded woodpecker's lifespan (up to thirteen years),'
and the cavities may be used by successive generations of the species
if the surrounding habitat remains conducive to foraging. 9 Thus, the
loss of a cavity tree or the loss of the cavity itself is devastating
to the red-cockaded woodpecker's chances of survival and propa-
gation and is considered a major cause of the species' severe decline
in population in the southern forests. 0 Although the loss of a cavity
5. ROBERT W. MCFARLANE, A STILLNESS IN THE PINES: THE ECOLOGY OF THE
RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER 40 (1992).
6. NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY FIELD GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF NORTH AMER-
ICA 272 (Shirley L. Scott ed., 1983).
7. ROBERT G. HOOPER & RICHARD F. HARLOW, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., FOREST
STANDS SELECTED BY FORAGING RED-COCKADED WOODPECKERS 10 (1986). Hooper
and Harlow conducted their 1986 study on the red-cockaded woodpecker population
in the Francis Marion National Forest in South Carolina. This population was
considered the largest and healthiest population of red-cockaded woodpeckers until
hurricane Hugo decimated the population in 1989. JEROME A. JACKSON, RED-
COCKADED WOODPECKER 2, 12 (The Academy of Natural Sciences and The American
Ornithologists' Union Pamphlet No. 85, 1994).
The "highly unusual habit" of excavating a cavity in a living tree instead of
nesting "may be an adaptation to a low density of snags in the fire-maintained
ecosystems in which [the red-cockaded woodpecker] lives." JEFFREY R. WALTERS,
APPLICATION OF ECOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES TO THE MANAGEMENT OF ENDANGERED
SPECIES: THE CASE OF THE RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER 505, 507 (22 ANNUAL
REVIEW OF ECOLOGY AND SYSTEMATICS, 1991).
8. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 3, 11-12; Management of National Forest Resources
(Red-Cockaded Woodpecker): Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Forests, Family
Farms, and Energy of the House Comm. on Agriculture, 102d Cong., 1st Sess.
33 (1991) [hereinafter Subcomm. Hearing] (statement of R. Todd Engstrom, Research
Biologist, Tall Timbers Research Station).
9. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 2.
10. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 14. Jackson, a prolific author on the topic of
red-cockaded woodpeckers and professor of biological sciences at Mississippi State
University, worked as Team Leader of the United States Fish and Wildlife Service's
Red-Cockaded Woodpecker Recovery Team for eight years and was principal author
of the first U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Red-Cockaded Woodpecker Recovery
Plan issued in 1979. Jackson stated, "The greatest impacts of human activity on
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may occur naturally through predation (larger woodpeckers will
sometimes attempt to drive the red-cockaded woodpecker away and
occupy the larger cavities)," cavity loss more often occurs through
timber harvesting. ' 2
The red-cockaded woodpecker also requires older pine stands
for forage because the species feeds on small insects found on and
underneath the outer pine bark. 3 The red-cockaded woodpecker hunts
for the insects by removing this outer, scaly pine bark and exposing
the insects.' 4 Younger pine trees with less surface area and less
removable scaly bark provide a less efficient hunting ground. The
red-cockaded woodpecker prefers to forage in stands at least thirty
years old containing a population of pines that are at least twenty-
four centimeters in diameter at breast height. 5
The red-cockaded woodpecker also requires a habitat with little
hardwood understory. This makes the species especially well-suited
to the southern pine-oak forests. In the pine-oak forests, the sun-
tolerant conifers grow quickly, creating a protective canopy under
which the more shade-tolerant hardwoods, such as oak, can mature.
The slower-growing oak becomes, for a time, an "understory" or
"midstory" to the pine canopy. This understory presents a danger
to the red-cockaded woodpecker because it allows predators, such
as the climbing rat snake, easier access to the red-cockaded wood-
pecker's cavities. Heavy midstory also can hide oncoming predators
such as eastern screech-owls, American kestrels, and larger wood-
peckers.' 6
If left to flourish, the smaller hardwoods would eventually
outgrow the pine canopy and shade the surrounding pines, impeding
their growth and reproduction. Over time, the pine forest would be
transformed into a hardwood forest. '7 The continued existence of
the birds are cavity tree loss and foraging habitat loss or degradation due to short
rotation, even-aged forest management, conversion of forest to non-forest habitats,
or elimination or limitation of fire in the ecosystem." JACKSON, supra note 7, at
14.
11. JACKSON, supra at note 7, at 9; Sierra Club v. Lyng, 694 F. Supp. 1260,
1265 (E.D. Tex. 1988).
12. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 14; see Lyng, 694 F. Supp. at 1265-66.
13. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 4; HOOPER & HARLOW, supra note 7, at 1, 10.
14. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 4. Falling bark chips is often a sign of the
presence of the red-cockaded woodpecker. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 4.
15. HOOPER & HARLOW, supra note 7, at 1; Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8,
at 32 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom).
16. See JACKSON, supra note 7, at 9; Lyng, 694 F. Supp. at 1267 n.6.
17. McFARLANE, supra note 5, at 21.
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"old growth," pine-dominated forests is caused by periodic fire.'
During the pine-dominated earlier stages of a forest's development,
a fire of normal intensity will kill hardwood saplings and understory.
The taller, more resilient pines survive, and the resulting forest
contains mature pines with little hardwood understory-the perfect
red-cockaded woodpecker habitat.' 9 Robert W. McFarlane explains
that after such a fire:
Once again pines can sprout and receive nourishment from the
ashes of their former competitors. The pines have received a new
lease on life and may persist for many years as fire iterations
create a pine-dominated, fire-maintained, subclimax forest and
repeatedly short-circuit the succession process. 20
Historically, fire swept through the southern pine forests every two
to five years. 2' With increased fire protection, this process occurs
with less frequency. 22 In order for the red-cockaded woodpecker's
habitat to be maintained, therefore, understory removal operations
must be conducted using prescribed burning or thinning.2 3
The red-cockaded woodpecker's family life is also unusual; it
lives in groups, often called "colonies" or "clans." A large colony
will excavate several cavities in close proximity to one another, and
the group of birds will establish a joint foraging territory. Because
the entire group must eat and because the red-cockaded woodpecker
does not migrate, the foraging area necessary to sustain a clan is
extensive .24
18. The term "old growth" is more infamous as a description of the Douglas
Fir-Hemlock ecosystems of the Northwest necessary to sustain the northern spotted
owl. Northwestern old growth forests contain trees over 200 years old and have
a "multilayered, multispecies canopy dominated by large overstory trees." FOREST
ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT TEAM, supra note 3, at IX-24. Commenters
apply the term to the pine-oak forests of the South chiefly when the trees are old
enough to allow development of red-cockaded woodpecker cavities (70-90 years).
See Lyng, 694 F. Supp. at 1265 ("old growth pines"), 1266 (determining that cavity
trees are usually "100 plus years").
19. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 32 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom).
20. MCFARLANE, supra note 5, at 21.
21. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 3; Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 32
(statement of R. Todd Engstrom).
22. WALTERS, supra note 7, at 508.
23. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 7, 14 (statement of Ralph Costa, Red-
Cockaded Woodpecker Recovery Coordinator, Fish and Wildlife Service, United
States Department of the Interior) (calling the southern pine ecosystem a "fire-
maintained and dependent community" and stating that prescribed burns are "the
answer for the Southeast ecosystem for everything, basically, as far as timber
management and wildlife management").
24. Engstrom stated that the average red-cockaded woodpecker foraging territory
1995]
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Young male red-cockaded woodpeckers usually stay in the family
group for some years as "helper" birds, assisting the breeder mem-
bers of the community in raising and feeding younger birds.25 Young
females usually disperse from the natal area.2 6 Most red-cockaded
woodpeckers become breeders only in order to fill a gap in the
existing community created by the death or dispersal of an established
breeder. 27 This tendency to compete for breeding vacancies in existing
groups rather than form new ones restricts the amount of red-
cockaded woodpecker "budding," or new colony creation, and adds
to management difficulties. 21
These characteristics of the red-cockaded woodpecker qualify it
as a specialist requiring a particular habitat in the southern pine
ecosystem. The survival of the red-cockaded woodpecker as a species
requires pine-dominated forest stands that include: (i) potential cavity
ranges from 125 to 375 acres. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 32 (statement
of R. Todd Engstrom). Walters places territory size at "50-150 h[ectares] or more."
WALTERS, supra note 7, at 507. Jackson emphasizes variability in range inversely
proportional to the density and quality of forage, stating:
Even within a pine species, there is great diversity in the habitat the red-
cockaded woodpecker uses. For example, the longleaf pine forests of coastal
S. Carolina can include trees in excess of 30 m tall, whereas trees of the
same species and age in the flatwoods of central Florida may barely reach
10 m and half the trunk diameter. To be sure, with such variation in
habitat, there is also variation in available food resources-the bigger trees
have greater foraging surface available.
JACKSON, supra note 7, at 4.
25. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 33 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom);
JACKSON, supra note 7, at 11. This system is called "cooperative breeding." JACKSON,
supra note 7, at 2, 11. Walters' study is based on the mechanics of red-cockaded
woodpecker cooperative breeding. WALTERS, supra note 7, at 510-521.
26. WALTERS, supra note 7, at 509.
27. WALTERS. suora note 7, at 509.
28. New cavity tree clusters are not created often, probably because of the
difficulty of excavating the cavities. Engstrom notes: "The woodpecker's dependence
on the energetically expensive cavities is the key to understanding its social system."
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 33 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom). Rather
than striking off on their own to spend a third of their lives building new cavities,
"young males stay in their home territory," "help their parents raise young and
wait for an opening in the breeder population." Subcomm. Hearing, supra note
8, at 33 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom). To the contrary, the young females
often disperse to another cavity location within their first year. Subcomm. Hearing,
supra note 8, at 33 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom); JACKSON, supra note 7, at
11-12. Walters reports studying more than 200 breeding groups in North Carolina
where "budding resulted in the formation of only 6 new groups in 8 years."
WALTERS, supra note 7, at 509. During the same time, 22 new groups were established
through the natural reoccupation of abandoned territories. WALTERS, supra note
7, at 509.
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trees of sixty to ninety years; 29 (ii) potential foraging trees of over
thirty years (quality of forage); (iii) sufficient forage area (quantity
of forage); and (iv) stands with relatively little hardwood understory.
B. Numbers and Location
The red-cockaded woodpecker's range once extended from New
Jersey to Missouri to Texas and southward to the Atlantic and Gulf
Coasts.3 0 In 1839, Audubon described the red-cockaded woodpecker
as abundant;3 however, reduction of the number of older pine forests
through timber harvesting, even-aged regeneration, and repeated
harvesting on rotation periods of less than sixty to ninety years have
drastically reduced the acreage of suitable red-cockaded woodpecker
habitat.3 2 Currently, the red-cockaded woodpecker exists in viable
populations only on scattered islands of "old growth" pine, most
of which exist within the national forests of the South." The isolation
of these old growth areas from one another, i.e., the lack of habitat
corridors between cavity tree clusters, further complicates the species'
propagation, causing subnormal genetic exchange between groups3 4
29. Foresters do report some success in increasing populations through direct
human intervention such as the construction of artificial cavities, the relocation of
individual females into predominantly male populations, and the movement of pairs
into new colony areas. See WALTERS, supra note 7, at 517 (describing the success
of artificial cavity construction in the North Carolina Sandhills and in the Francis
Marion National Forest in South Carolina after hurricane Hugo); Bob Glascow,
The Skinny on Red-Cockaded Woodpeckers: Federal Protection Efforts in Missis-
sippi, MississIPpi WILDLIFE FEDERATION, Oct.-Nov. 1994, at 16 (describing similar
activities in Mississippi).
30. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 1 (figure 1).
31. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 6 (statement of Ralph Costa).
32. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 6-7 (statement of Ralph Costa). Prior
to the modern age of timber harvesting, longleaf pine forests alone covered 70,000,000
acres of the southeastern coastal plains. Engstrom estimates that three percent of
that amount exists today and that approximately 1000 acres of longleaf old growth
remains. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 32 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom).
Compare this with the 13016 or less original old-growth estimated to remain in the
northwestern forests. ELLIOT A. NORSE, ANCIENT FORESTS OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
6 (1990); FOREST ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT ASSESSMENT TEAM, supra note 3, at II-
2 to 11-3 (stating that the presence of younger mixed-aged stands has "led to much
debate over how much 'old growth' or 'ancient forest' is left in the Pacific
Northwest").
33. Lyng, 694 F. Supp. at 1265. Ralph Costa estimated that in 1991, of the
3500 groups of red-cockaded woodpeckers across the United States, 2000 existed
on Forest Service land, 1000 existed on other federal lands (primarily military bases
at Fort Bragg in South Carolina and Eglin Air Force Base in Florida), and 500
existed on private land. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 8 (statement of Ralph
Costa).
34. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 13 (discussing "decreased genetic heterozygosity").
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and making each group more susceptible to disease or natural
catastrophe .
The numerical estimates of existing red-cockaded woodpecker
colonies and individuals vary widely within a consistent range. In
1994, Jerome A. Jackson 6 estimated that 3473 active colonies existed
with two to five birds per colony, but hesitated to rely on any
number of individual birds more definite than "within the range of
3000 to 10,000."1 7 In 1991, Ralph Costa 38 used numbers similar to
Jackson's and accepted a bird count at the higher end of Jackson's
range (8000 to 10,000 birds).3 9 Jackson also cited a 1989 study that
counted 2115 active groups on National forest land as of 1986.
4
0
The current red-cockaded woodpecker population is estimated
to be two percent of its original population .4 This two percent lives
in the remaining old-growth pine habitat, which is estimated to be
three percent of the pre-European old-growth southern pine forest.
42
Eighty percent of this population lives on the southern national
forests, which contain virtually all the remaining old-growth pine in
the United States.
4 3
35. For example, hurricane Hugo killed approximately one-half of what wildlife
biologists had considered the largest and healthiest red-cockaded woodpecker pop-
ulation in the country, that in the Francis Marion National Forest in South Carolina.
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 5 (statement of John E. Alcock, Regional
Forester, Southern Region, Forest Service, United States Department of Agriculture);
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 9 (statement of Ralph Costa); JACKSON, supra
note 7, at 13. Further fragmentation of the species will make it difficult for other
populations to supply breeding stock to rebuild such unstable or decimated red-
cockaded woodpecker groups. But see supra note 29.
36. See supra note 10.
37. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 12-13.
38. Ralph Costa testified at the House subcommittee meeting held on December
16, 1991, regarding the management of National forest resources for the red-
cockaded woodpecker, in his position as recovery coordinator of the red-cockaded
woodpecker for the Fish and Wildlife Service of the United States Department of
the Interior.
39. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 7 (statement of Ralph Costa).
40. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 13 (citing R. COSTA AND R.E.F. ESCANO, UNITED
STATES FOREST SERVICE, RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER STATUS AND MANAGEMENT
IN THE SOUTHERN REGION (1989)).
41. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 7 (statement of Ralph Costa).
42. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 32 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom).
The forlorn condition of Mississippi forests between 1910 and the early 1930s
provides an example:
[Tihe extent of pine forests cut in Mississippi at that time comes from a
first planting survey report done for the Chickasawhay Ranger District on
the DeSoto National Forest (lands acquired by the federal government in
1934). The 1935 report revealed that 99,000 acres of the 132,000 newly
acquired acres had no pine seed trees left.
Glascow, supra note 29, at 16.
43. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 32, 33 (statement of R. Todd Engstrom);
JACKSON, supra note 7, at 2, 12-13.
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III. THE FOREST SERVICE PLAN FOR MANAGEMENT OF THE RED-
COCKADED WOODPECKER IN THE SOUTHERN NATIONAL FORESTS:
THE THREE-PHASED APPROACH
A. The Texas Litigation
Two events in the 1980s focused the attention of the Forest
Service on the worsening status of the red-cockaded woodpecker.
In 1989, the Forest Service conducted its own survey in the southern
national forests, which showed a sixty-seven percent decline in the
red-cockaded woodpecker population." The adverse results of liti-
gation four years earlier, however, already had forced the Forest
Service's hand. In 1985, environmental groups, armed with evidence
that the forest management practices of the Forest Service were
contributing directly to the decline of red-cockaded woodpecker
populations, filed a complaint against the Forest Service in the United
States District Court for the Eastern District of Texas alleging claims
under the Endangered Species Act,4 the National Environmental
Policy Act, 46 and the National Forest Management Act. 47 That lawsuit
resulted in the issuance of a broad permanent injunction restraining
the Forest Service's use of even-aged management techniques48 within
1200 meters of active and inactive red-cockaded woodpecker cavity
sites, thus preserving both existing colonies and some foraging area
for the red-cockaded woodpecker. 49 Prior to the injunction, the Forest
Service managed one hundred percent of the productive timberland
in the eastern Texas National Forests (which comprised eighty-two
percent of the entire forests' acreage) using even-aged techniques.50
The district court's injunction also directed the Forest Service
to discontinue or limit road building and use within the red-cockaded
44. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 4 (statement of John E. Alcock).
45. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1544 (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
46. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 (1988 & Supp. V 1993).
47. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1600-1687 (1988 & Supp. VI 1994).
48. "Even-aged management" is a euphemism for three types of timber har-
vesting that removes all or virtually all timber from an area: clear-cutting, shel-
terwood, and seed-tree cutting. Traditionally, clear-cutting removes all merchantable
timber from a stand. Shelterwood cutting leaves standing some larger trees to
provide shelter for seedlings. Seed-tree cutting leaves standing some larger trees
with good genetic characteristics to act as a seed source in naturally regenerating
the stand. In both shelterwood and seed-tree cutting, the larger, older trees are
harvested after regeneration is under way. All three methods result in a stand of
trees of approximately the same age, thus the name "even-aged" management. See
Lyng, 694 F. Supp. at 1263 n.2; DAVID M. SMITH, THE PRACTICE OF SrtVICULTURE
330-34 (8th ed. 1986).
49. Lyng, 694 F. Supp. at 1268.
50. Id. at 1263 n.2.
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woodpecker zones and to develop and implement a program of
hardwood midstory control. Most importantly, the injunction re-
quired the Forest Service to develop a "'Comprehensive Plan' to
address all aspects of future management techniques, consistent with
the findings and conclusions of the court, designed to maximize the
probability of survival of the red-cockaded woodpecker in the na-
tional forests of Texas." 5
The focal point of the district court's ruling was a finding that
the use of even-aged management in the Texas National Forests was
a direct cause of the red-cockaded woodpecker's population decline.12
The clear-cutting allowed by the Forest Service destroyed current
and potential red-cockaded woodpecker cavity trees and forage, and
thus constituted both a "taking" and the "jeopardizing" of the
red-cockaded woodpecker under the Endangered Species Act."
51. Id. at 1278.
52. Id. at 1270, 1272.
53. Id. The Endangered Species Act protects species listed as "endangered"
or "threatened" from being "taken" by any person and from being "jeopardized"
by any federal government action. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1536, 1538 (1988). "Take" is
defined as "to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or
collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct." 16 U.S.C. § 1532(19) (1988).
The Endangered Species Act does not define "jeopardize," but the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service regulations define jeopardize as:
[A]n action that reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly, to
reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a
listed species in the wild by reducing the reproduction, numbers, or dis-
tribution of that species.
50 C.F.R. § 402.02 (1994).
Whether habitat modification or destruction is a "taking" of an endangered
species is a question which has split the circuits. The United States Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit affirmed an injunction prohibiting activity harmful to the
habitat of the palila, an endangered avian species in Hawaii. Palila v. Hawaii
DcL ofl L~andt &A INOI a'a ±-3soMurcesL, 8142 F.2dI 106 * ItJ9 Cir.f. I 9881. tBut
more recently, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit, on rehearing, invalidated that portion of the Fish and Wildlife Service's
regulations that included habitat modification in the definition of "take," holding
that the regulation violated the clear language of the statute. Sweet Home Chapter
Of Communities For A Great Or. v. Babbit, 17 F.3d 1463, 1465-67 (D.C. Cir.
1994). The government's petition for certiorari in Sweet Home was filed November
12, 1994. The Supreme Court may be able to harmonize the cases, at least in part,
because the Palila court limited its holding to habitat destruction "that would result
in extinction," and did not decide whether habitat modification that "merely retards
recovery" constitutes a "taking." Palila, 852 F.2d at 1108-09. See also United
States v. Hayashi, 5 F.3d 1278, 1282 (9th Cir. 1993) (overturning a conviction
under the Marine Mammal Protection Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1361-1407 (1988 & Supp.
V 1993), for "taking" dolphins through harassment by shooting into the water
behind them to scare the dolphins from tuna caught on the defendant's line). The
Marine Mammal Protection Act contains a definition of "take" very similar to
the Endangered Species Act's definition.
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The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit af-
firmed the district court's injunction in part, and specifically affirmed
the district court's rulings under the Endangered Species Act,5 4 in-
cluding the direction that the Forest Service prepare a red-cockaded
woodpecker management plan in consultation with the United States
Fish and Wildlife Service." The Fifth Circuit vacated the portion
of the district court's order that predetermined both the outcome
of that consultation and the specific content of the management
plan .56
B. Red-Cockaded Woodpecker Recovery Phases I and II: The
Forest Service's Emergency Order and Interim Standards and
Guidelines
The district court's order and the Forest Service's own
confirmation of declining numbers in sixty-seven percent of the
54. Prior to this appeal, the district court dismissed as premature the plaintiffs'
National Environmental Policy Act and National Forest Management Act claims
pending the outcome of the plaintiffs' administrative appeal of the Forest Plan
for the Texas National Forests. Sierra Club v. Lyng, 694 F. Supp. 1256, 1258-59
(E.D. Tex. 1988). Subsequent to the district court's issuance of the permanent
injunction under the Endangered Species Act, the Forest Service determined that
it would remand the Forest Plan without deciding the plaintiffs' appeal. The district
court then reinstated the plaintiffs' National Environmental Policy Act and National
Forest Management Act claims and enjoined nine timber sales in which the Forest
Service planned to allow clear-cutting in the Eastern Texas National Forests. Sierra
Club v. Espy, 822 F. Supp. 356, 359-60, 370-71 (E.D. Tex. 1993), rev'd, 18 F.3d
1202 (5th Cir. 1994). The district court determined that the National Forest Man-
agement Act allows the Forest Service to practice even-aged management only
"when consistent with the protection of soil, watershed, fish, wildlife, recreation,
and aesthetic resources, and the regeneration of a timber resource," Espy, 822 F.
Supp. at 363 (quoting the National Forest Management Act, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1604(g)(3)(F)(v) (1988)), and that the Forest Service had not satisfied its burden
of demonstrating that the clear-cutting planned in these timber sales met these
requirements. The court also determined that the Forest Service had shirked its
National Environmental Policy Act responsibility to consider reasonable alternatives
in an environmental impact statement regarding the timber sales because the Forest
Service "gave a 'hard look' only to those [timber sales and harvesting] alternatives
which increased timber production." Id. at 368 (quoting Citizens for Envtl. Quality
v. United States, 731 F. Supp. 970, 990 (D. Colo. 1989)).
The United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit reversed and remanded
the National Environmental Policy Act and National Forest Management Act claims,
holding that the district court failed properly to defer to the Forest Service's
determination of whether clear-cutting would be the "optimum" method of har-
vesting and regeneration in a given timber sale. Sierra Club v. Espy, 38 F.3d 792,
800-02 (5th Cir. 1994).
55. Sierra Club v. Yeutter, 926 F.2d 429, 440 (5th Cir. 1991). This consultation
with Fish and Wildlife is required by the Endangered Species Act prior to any
agency action that could jeopardize a listed species. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2) (1988).
56. Yeutter, 926 F.2d at 440.
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national forest red-cockaded woodpecker populations, spurred the
Forest Service to develop a three-phased plan to protect the red-
cockaded woodpecker and its habitat. On March 27, 1989, the
Regional Forester for the southern region issued Phase I of its plan,
a regional emergency order precluding harvesting operations within
three-quarters of one mile of any active or inactive red-cockaded
woodpecker cavity cluster." On May 9, 1990, after performing the
environmental assessment required by the National Environmental
Policy Act, conferring with the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service, and issuing a finding of no significant environmental impact,5 8
the Forest Service issued Phase II of its plan, the "Regional Interim
Standards and Guidelines" for the management of the red-cockaded
woodpecker. A major provision of the interim standards and guidelines
was the continued proscription of timber harvests within three-
quarters of one mile of red-cockaded woodpecker colonies. 9 The
interim standards and guidelines will remain in effect until a "Record
of Decision" adopts permanent guidelines and automatically amends
the individual Forest Plans for the southern national forests. 6w
57. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 4 (statement of John E. Alcock);
Revised Notice of Intent to Prepare an Environmental Impact Statement: Man-
agement of the Red-cockaded Woodpecker and Its Habitat on National Forests in
the Southern Region, 58 Fed. Reg. 60,838, 60,839 (1993).
58. Notice of a Decision Notice and Finding of No Significant Impact: Interim
Standards and Guidelines for the Protection and Management of RCW Habitat
Within 3/4 Mile of Colony Sites, 55 Fed. Reg. 23,255 (1990).
59. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 4 (statement of John E. Alcock); 58
Fed. Reg. 60,839 (1993).
60. FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
STATEMENT FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER AND ITS
HABITAT ON NATIONAL FORESTS IN THE SOUTHERN REGION 4 (1993) [hereinafter
Draft Environmental Impact Statement]. The draft environmental impact statement
states that the record of decision formally adopting the permanent guidelines will
automatically amend the Forest Plans to create temporary habitat modification
areas which will likely be larger than the areas reserved by the interim standards
and guidelines. Id. The Forest Service stated earlier to the contrary that the interim
standards and guidelines would remain in effect until the individual Forest Plans
were amended to incorporate the permanent guidelines. 58 Fed. Reg. 60,838, 60,839
(1993).
The Forest Service published a Notice of Availability for the Final Environmental
Impact Statement on June 23, 1995, as this article was going to press. See En-
vironmental Impact Statements; Notice of Availability, 60 Fed. Reg. 32671 (1995).
The Regional Forester for the Southern Region of the Forest Service signed the
Record of Decision adopting the Final Environmental Impact Statement on June
21, 1995. FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC., RECORD OF DECISION: FINAL
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF THE RED-COCKADED
WOODPECKER AND ITS HABITAT ON NATION FORESTS IN THE SOUTHERN REGION
(MANAGEMENT BULLETIN R8-MB 73) (1995) [hereinafter Record of Decision]. The
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C. Phase III: Permanent Standards and Guidelines and the
National Environmental Policy Act Process
.Phase III of the Forest Service's plan for the red-cockaded
woodpecker seeks to accomplish three tasks. First, both the "Southern
Regional Guide" and the "Regional Wildlife Habitat Management
Handbook" must be amended to provide for the management of
the red-cockaded woodpecker and its habitat. Second, the preferred
alternative for the permanent standards and guidelines must be
formally adopted from a range of alternatives considered by the
chief of the Forest Service. The available alternatives will be selected
through the National Environmental Policy Act environmental impact
statement process, including notice and comment procedures as
required by Forest Service regulations. 6' Third, the regional guidance
is to be particularized to each forest through the adoption of new
"Land and Resource Management Plans" (Forest Plans) at the forest
level, with specific habitat management areas created for each red-
cockaded woodpecker colony that is to be protected. 62
The first two tasks will be completed through the issuance of
a "Record of Decision" by the Forest Service after a final
environmental impact statement is issued. 6a The Forest Service intends
automatically to amend the Forest Plan for each southern national
forest containing red-cockaded woodpecker colonies through the
adoption of the "Permanent Standards and Guidelines Record of
Decision" because of the "time lag between the Handbo6k revision/
Regional Guide amendment and the Forest Plan amendments/
revisions." '64 The permanent guidelines will create tentative habitat
management areas for every forest to which the guidelines apply.
"[W]ithin one to three years" after the issuance of the permanent
record of decision will become final on July 24, 1995, thirty days after the publication
of the Final Environmental Impact Statement Notice of Availability. See 40 C.F.R.
§ 1506.10(a)(2) (1994). For a brief discussion of these documents, see infra, part
VI (Epilogue).
61. 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.6, 219.12 (1994).
62. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 4; 58 Fed. Reg.
60,839 (1993); Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 5-6 (statement of John E.
Alcock).
63. The record of decision is required by 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2 (1994) and 36
C.F.R. §§ 219.8(f), 219.10(f) (1994) (as required National Environmental Policy
Act procedures) despite the Forest Service's conclusion that these amendments to
the Regional Guide and Forest Plans are not "significant" amendments requiring
the full administrative process required for guidance and plan creation under the
National Forest Management Act. See Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 28-
31.
64. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 4.
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guidelines, individual Forest Plans will be amended to allow the
adoption of permanent, individually tailored habitat management
areas through the normal forest planning process. 65
D. The Forest Service's Preferred Alternative
The National Environmental Policy Act and the Forest Service's
regulations require the Forest Service to prepare an environmental
impact statement prior to implementing a major federal action such
as its new regional red-cockaded woodpecker habitat guidelines. 66
The Forest Service has compiled a draft environmental impact
statement, which presents and analyzes five red-cockaded woodpecker
management alternatives. 67 In summary form, the alternatives can
be described as follows:
Alternative A - (no action) would implement the interim standards
and guidelines as permanent standards and guidelines.
Alternative B - (the timber harvest proposal) would fully implement
the 1985 Habitat Management Handbook, with some added
requirements.
Alternative C - (the long rotation proposal) would establish rotations
of up to 200 years in the habitat management areas, with specific
rotation ages varied by site quality.
Alternative D - (the conservationist proposal) would not plan any
timber sales within the habitat management areas. No rotation
lengths or regeneration plans would be set for the habitat
management areas.
Alternative E - (the proposed action) would provide more protection
to the red-cockaded woodpecker than either alternative A or B,
but would allow more timber production than either alternative
C or D. 68
A principal point of alternatives C, D, and E is the creation
of management intensity levels within the habitat management areas.
The management intensity levels create a triage system, prescribing
more intensive habitat protection for smaller populations. The Forest
65. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 4. The Forest
Planning process is detailed at 36 C.F.R. § 219.10 (1994).
66. 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (1988); 36 C.F.R. § 219.8 (1994).
67. The draft environmental impact statement was circulated in late 1993 with
the public comment period ending in March 1994. The Forest Service initially
intended to issue a final environmental impact statement in December 1994.
68. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 4-6 (proposed
action), 8-14 (other alternatives), 15-16 (table).
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Service's preferred alternative is alternative E, which proposes four
management intensity levels ranging from the least intensive amount
of management for habitat management areas containing 500 or
more active clusters (Level 1) to intensive management of the habitat
management areas containing twenty-five or fewer active clusters
(Level 4). The Forest Service's draft environmental impact statement
describes Level I as being comparable to requiring only outpatient
services, whereas Level 4 is comparable to a medical emergency. 69
The Mississippi habitat management areas are expected to be
managed under the most restrictive measures (Levels 1 and 2), because
of the low population numbers within Mississippi's forests.70 The
exact size and shape of a habitat management area will be determined
by the availability of adequate foraging area. The habitat management
area must include 8490 square feet basal area of pine with at least
6350 pine stems of at least ten inches diameter at breast height,
which are at least twenty-five years old. The minimum size for a
habitat management area is 10,000 contiguous acres, and the habitat
management area must be larger if more acreage is required to meet
the stem and age requirements. 7' The Forest Service concedes that
under the preferred alternative, "[s]ome [habitat management areas]
will exceed 150,000 acres in size.' '72 Very limited harvesting is allowed
within a habitat management area, with relatively more harvesting
allowed at the lower management intensity levels. Regardless of the
management intensity level, the plan requires that the oldest one-
third of the pine acreage in the habitat management area be reserved
from harvesting until the pine acreage is within ten to twenty years
of the rotation age. The purpose of this restriction is to create a
constant supply of potential cavity trees outside clusters and
recruitment areas. 73
The Forest Service's presentation of alternatives in the draft
environmental impact statement is a predictable, formulaic agency
response to the requirements of the National Environmental Policy
Act and the implementing regulations of the Council on Environmental
69. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 5, 15.
70. See Glascow, supra note 29, at 16. Glascow, a staff officer for the Mississippi
Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Range, reports that the number of active
clusters in the Mississippi National forests has declined during the last eleven years
from 149 to 90 in the Bienville National Forest, from 30 to 6 in the DeSoto
National Forest, and from 61 to 24 in the Homochitto National Forest. Glascow,
supra note 29, at 16.
71. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 5, 15.
72. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 24.
73. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 24.
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Quality. The council's regulations require the consideration of
alternative A, the "no action" alternative, which may be seen as
a starting point for the analysis of the other alternatives. 74
Consideration of the no action alternative forces the agency to "look
before it leaps" by considering whether any new policy will be an
improvement over current practices. 75 The no action alternative is
seldom a viable candidate for selection as the proposed alternative
because the entire environmental impact statement process is triggered
by an agency's desire or need to perform some task or improve
some policy beyond current practices.
The remaining proposals continue to reflect the formulaic agency
response. Chosen as rational alternatives within the broad spectrum
of possible action, alternatives B and D juxtapose the tempered
interests of the timber industry and environmental groups. Incarnated
as alternatives, the opposing positions create boundaries of rational,
but extreme action between which the Forest Service can select a
middle ground. Alternative B represents the modified interests of
the timber industry, which has argued forcefully76 that the 1985
74. The Council of Environmental Quality regulations govern the contents of
an environmental impact statement and prescribe that certain alternatives, such as
a "no action" alternative, must be included. 40 C.F.R. pt. 1500 (1994).
75. The requirement of the no action alternative reflects the musings of Hamlet
that, prior to making an irreversible commitment of resources, it is sometimes
preferable to "bear the ills we have/than fly to others that we know not of."
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE, THE TRAGEDY OF HAMLET, PRINCE OF DENMARK act 3, sc.
1.
76. Joseph A. Sheffield, vice president and co-owner of North Florida Lumber
Co. and Apalachee Pole Co., companies that relied on National forest timber for
40% of their raw materials prior to the application of the interim standards and
guidelines to the Apalachicola National Forest in Florida, testified before the House
subcommittee that:
I have been involved in the red-ocka-ded woodpecker issue si-e 198
with the development of the recovery plan by the Forest Service and the
Fish and Wildlife Service. In 1985, we knew that the recovery plan, if
implemented, would in fact sustain and recover the red-cockaded wood-
pecker .... Due to funding constraints, the Forest Service has never
properly implemented the 1985 recovery plan and this issue now has turned
into a highly charged and sometimes emotional issue, which sometimes
we feel supersedes scientific fact. Since 1985, instead of implementing the
recovery plan, the Forest Service has taken the expedient alternative of
declaring more lands off-limits to most timber harvesting. Our business
and employees have become a second endangered species, victimized by
the Forest Service's failure to implement the 1985 recovery plan ....
T.. he Forest Service should fully implement the 1985 handbook and
not shift the blame for [red-cockaded woodpecker] population declines to
[Vol. 17:727
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handbook, if followed consistently, would adequately provide for
the red-cockaded woodpecker's recovery."
In comparing the interim standards and guidelines to the 1985
recovery plan (in essence, in comparing alternative A to alternative
B), an industry representative stated:
While the forest products industry recognizes that a smaller timber
sale program may have resulted under a fully implemented 1985
Handbook, the instant changes on the ground with the Interim
Guidelines (1990 and 1991) have been severe and shocking, leaving
the industry with no means to react or respond.7 1
Alternative B, which is based on the 1985 handbook, would set
aside only 125,000 acres for red-cockaded woodpecker habitat
management areas, compared to the next smallest amount of habitat
management area acreage, 1.4 million acres in alternative A.79 The
harvesting.
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 16-18 (statement of Joseph A. Sheffield).
John E. Alcock, regional forester, southern region, Forest Service, United
States Department of Agriculture, expressed the opposite belief, "We now know
that the 1985 recovery plan does not provide adequate protection and management
direction to ensure the recovery of the [red-cockaded woodpecker]." Subcomm.
Hearing, supra note 8, at 4 (statement of John E. Alcock).
77. Interestingly, even alternative B, now urged by the timber industry, provides
the red-cockaded woodpecker all of the protection thought necessary by the Forest
Service as recently as 1985. To the contrary, the protectionist extreme, alternative
D, leaves little, if any, room for the consideration of social and economic impact.
Thus, the framework of extremes that the Forest Service has created already is
shifted toward the conservationist end of the spectrum of possible alternatives.
Hopefully, this reflects a growing voluntary commitment on the part of the
timber industry to act toward conservation of species, ecosystems and biological
diversity. Realistically, the alternatives considered at least reflect the industry's
realization that compromise on Endangered Species Act questions is more productive
than litigation. For example, in 1993 Georgia-Pacific reached a "handshake" agree-
ment with Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbit to protect the red-cockaded
woodpecker on over four million acres of its private forest land in nine southeastern
states. Georgia-Pacific agreed to preserve at least ten acres of habitat around every
red-cockaded woodpecker colony on its lands in exchange for the Secretary's promise
that the government would not otherwise attempt to enforce the Endangered Species
Act regarding the red-cockaded woodpecker on Georgia-Pacific property. See Mary
Beth Regan, Rough Ride For an Ex-Cowboy, Bus. WK., Feb. 28, 1994, at 70,
Endangered Woodpecker Pact Reached, 273 FACTS ON FILE WORLD NEWS DIGEST,
May 6, 1993, available in WESTLAW, 1993 WL 2525221.
78. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 80 (written statement of Joseph A.
Sheffield).
79. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 9-10. The timber
industry could argue that a more meaningful comparison is made of the 2 million
acres set-aside in alternative E, the 125,000 set-aside in alternative B, and the ten-
acres-per-colony set-aside agreement reached by Georgia-Pacific and the Secretary
of the Interior which will result in the set-aside of approximately 50,000 acres of
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preferred alternative, alternative E, would include almost two million
acres in habitat management areas. 80
Jackson severely criticizes the 1985 recovery plan, the basis of
alternative B, by explaining that because red-cockaded woodpecker
habitat quality and forage quality and quantity varies widely, even
within habitats of the same pine species, "one cannot simply define
habitat needs by the number of 'stems' available, as done in the
current Recovery Plan for the species.""' This same criticism can
be made of each alternative in the draft environmental impact
statement, because in each alternative calculation of foraging habitat
is based on stem counts and diameter measurements rather than
overall habitat quality.82 Jackson also emphasizes that the 1985
recovery plan, after deleting important provisions from the more
detailed 1979 recovery plan, provides:
Georgia-Pacific land. This comparison casts the preferred alternative as an extreme
position, but the analysis must take into consideration the Congressional mandate
that National forests are to be managed to protect wildlife as well as to produce
timber. See 16 U.S.C. § 528 (1994). Forest Service regulations state that National
forests are to be managed "to maintain viable populations of existing native and
desired non-native vertebrate species in the planning area," and "habitat must be
provided" for each species and must be "well distributed so that those individuals
can interact with others in the planning area." 36 C.F.R. § 219.19 (1994). Spe-
cifically, "measures shall be prescribed to prevent the destruction or adverse mod-
ification of such [endangered species] habitat." 36 C.F.R. § 219.19(7) (1994).
Land owned by Georgia-Pacific is under no such mandate, and the protection
of ten acres per colony must be viewed as a compromise allowed by the government
in order to forego the expense and uncertainty of litigation seeking to enforce the
Endangered Species Act on private lands against a powerful opponent such as
Georgia-Pacific. But the question which the timber industry should now be asking
remains. If ten acres per colony is good enough for red-cockaded woodpeckers on
Georgia-Pacific land, why isn't an incrementally larger acreage per colony (an
amount increased from ten acres to account for the Forest Service's mandate to
manage National forests for wildlife resources as well as timber production) good
...... h fo ..-.. --d- ,-, -dpeckers in the National forests? Stated differently,
if 500 colonies are adequately protected by the-preservation of 50,000 acres on
private lands, why should two million acres be set aside for 2000-3000 colonies on
public lands? Using the 3000 colony figure and the Georgia-Pacific agreement
formula, which would call for a total set-aside of 300,000 acres, the area proposed
by Alternative E to be set aside in Mississippi alone, 329,083 acres, would be
sufficient for the entire Southern red-cockaded woodpecker population. See Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 7 (table).
Two analytical results are possible: Either the Georgia-Pacific agreement is
woefully inadequate for the protection and recovery of the red-cockaded woodpecker
or the preferred Forest Service alternative results in habitat management area overkill.
80. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 4, 7 (table).
81. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 4.
82. This is a problem that could be overcome during the forest planning process,
if adequate care is taken in the process and the forest planners are given flexibility
to deviate from the preferred alternative formula when the available habitat is
above or below average.
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for only minimum needs for the species based primarily on findings
of Forest Service biologists working with the then largest, healthiest
population, that on the Francis Marion National Forest. The 1985
plan came under severe criticism from a committee appointed by
the American Ornithologists' Union; as of 1993 the plan had not
been revised.83
In contrast, alternative D restricts timber harvests (other than
midstory control thinning) in all National forests containing the red-
cockaded woodpecker. No rotation ages are determined, and no
harvest or managed regeneration methods are prescribed. 84
Because of the extreme positions of alternatives A, B, and D,
positions which the Forest Service has previously disavowed, 85 it is
difficult to conclude that the Forest Service ever seriously considered
adopting either of these three alternatives. Therefore, the only viable
options presented in the draft environmental impact statement are
alternatives C and E, which are practically identical except for the
ten to twenty year longer rotation periods in alternative C.86 Of
these, alternative C, with its prescription of rotation periods that
are relatively long for pine species, probably gained no more realistic
consideration than a similar alternative included in the environmental
impact statement regarding the management of the northern spotted
owl. 87 Perhaps, as timber industry representatives have argued, this
83. JACKSON, supra note 7, at 13 (citation omitted):
84. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 12-13.
85. At the subcommittee hearing in 1991, the regional forester of the southern
region of the Forest Service stated that the 1985 Handbook, the basis of alternative
B, was not adequate to preserve the red-cockaded woodpecker. Subcomm. Hearing,
supra note 8, at 4 (statement of John E. Alcock). Mr. Alcock further stated that
the Forest Service intended to allow as much timber harvesting as possible while
still allowing for the red-cockaded woodpecker's recovery. Subcomm. Hearing,
supra note 8, at 6 (statement of John E. Alcock). Therefore, alternative D would
not be a viable option. If the Forest Service had intended to adopt the interim
standards and guidelines, the basis for alternative A, as the permanent standard,
the Forest Service could have avoided the environmental impact statement process
altogether by relying on an earlier decision and finding of no significant impact
issued in three years earlier. See 55 Fed. Reg. 23,255 (1990).
86. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 15-16 (chart).
Other differences between alternatives C and E are minor. Alternative C creates
five management intensity levels whereas alternative E creates four, the red-cockaded
woodpecker monitoring requirements differ, and the allowable harvesting and re-
generation methods differ slightly.
87. The Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment Team report included nine
alternatives for the management of the northern spotted owl ecosystem. During
the team's deliberations, "[f]orty-eight previously developed alternatives were con-
sidered, along with five hybrid alternatives containing mixtures of elements from
existing plans, and an alternative with long timber harvest rotation (300 to 350
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is because the implementation of the plan actually would result in
much longer rotation periods of up to 412 to 500 years. 8
IV. THE FUTURE OF THE RED-COCKADED WOODPECKER PLAN:
WHERE- DOES THE FOREST SERVICE Go FROM HERE?
A. The Forest Service Has Failed To Consider Reasonable
Meaningful Alternatives
The National Environmental Policy Act and the regulations of
the Council on Environmental Quality require an agency to consider
all reasonable alternatives in the environmental impact statement for
a major federal action that will have a significant impact on the
human environment.8 9 Although an environmental impact statement
need not "include every alternative device and thought conceivable
by the mind of man" or "ferret out every possible alternative,
years) with no late-successional reserves." FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC.
& BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, RECORD OF DECISION
FOR AMENDMENTS TO FOREST SERVICE AND BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT PLANNING
DOCUMENTS WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL 17 (April 1994)
[hereinafter SPOTTED OWL RECORD OF DECISION]. The Forest Ecosystem Management
Assessment Team report concluded that some system of reserves would be necessary
for the recovery of the owl. Thus, the Assessment Team eliminated the long-
rotation, no reserves alternatives from consideration early in the environmental
impact statement analysis and did not consider any such alternative in the final
environmental impact statement. Id. at 18.
88. Robert J. Olszewski, director of government relations for the Florida Forestry
Association testified at the subcommittee hearing about the actual rotation schedules
created under the interim guidelines:
One example, of the 25.1,000 acres of suitable lands open to timber harvest
on the Apalachicola National Forest, only 609 acres were harvested to
prepare for forest regeneration in fiscal year 1991. This annual rate of
harvest applied consistently to the forests over the long term would result
in a 412-year-old rotation on this national forest. And the plan for 1992
does not help this situation; approximately 500 acres of regeneration would
result in a rotation of over 500 years in age if applied in the long term.
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 21 (statement of Robert J. Olszewski). Similarly,
in commenting on the red-cockaded woodpecker draft environmental impact state-
ment, a Mississippi timber industry representative stated: "Actually rotations are
much longer [than the stated 100 to 120 years] since the [environmental impact
statement] requires that past regeneration practices be taken into account[,]" and
because "[tlhe National Forests in Mississippi have been managed on rotations of
50-70 years for the last 30 years." Letter from John Behan, Chairman, Mississippi
Federal Timber Council, to Joe Dabney, Red-Cockaded Woodpecker Environmental
Impact Statement Team Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1 (undated) (on
file with author).
89. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(c) (1988); 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a) (1994). The agency also
must consider alternatives that are beyond its jurisdiction to enforce. 40 C.F.R. §
1502.14(c) (1994).
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regardless of how uncommon or unknown[,J" 9 an agency must
"rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alter-
natives." 91 Once a commenter proposes an alternative with sufficient
detail "to require reasonable minds to inquire further" as to its
feasibility and preferability, the agency has a duty to investigate the
alternative and to respond to its suggested adoption. 92
As demonstrated in California v. Block,93 an environmental
impact statement that ignores reasonable or obvious alternatives
within the spectrum of rational alternatives does not satisfy the
National Environmental Policy Act. In California v. Block, the Forest
Service's failure to present meaningful alternatives in an environ-
mental impact statement invalidated the agency's attempt to comply
with the National Environmental Policy Act and caused the inval-
idation of the environmental impact statement and the underlying
agency action. The deficiencies in the Forest Service's environmental
impact statement in California v. Block and in the red-cockaded
woodpecker draft environmental impact statement are similar enough
to suggest that a federal court would invalidate the Forest Service's
adoption of the red-cockaded woodpecker preferred alternative be-
cause of the lack of consideration of additional alternatives. 94
In California v. Block, California sought to enjoin the Forest
Service's designation of roadless areas as either wilderness or non-
wilderness after preparing an inadequate environmental impact state-
ment. 95 Although the Forest Service had considered eight alternatives
which adopted various amounts of California roadless area into the
wilderness system, the Forest Service had completed a full environ-
mental impact statement analysis only of alternatives that assigned
more acreage to development purposes than to wilderness. None of
the alternatives presented in the draft environmental impact statement
designated less than thirty-seven percent of the roadless areas as
90. Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Resources Defense Council,
Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 551 (1978).
91. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.14(a) (1994).
92. Vermont Yankee, 435 U.S. at 554.
93. 690 F.2d 753, 766-68 (9th Cir. 1982).
94. Id. at 761. Federal courts apply a "rule of reason" in determining the
adequacy of an environmental impact statement and of the agency's choice of
alternatives to present in the environmental impact statement. This standard "requires
a reviewing court to make pragmatic judgment whether the [environmental impact
statement's] form, content and preparation foster both informed decision-making
and informed public participation." Id. The court must be satisfied that the agency
took a "hard look" at the environmental impact of the action. Id. (citing Kleppe
v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 410 n.21 (1976)).
95. Id. at 760; see 16 U.S.C. § 1131 (1988) (defining the term "wilderness").
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nonwilderness or more than one-third as wilderness. 96 The court
invalidated the environmental impact statement because the National
Environmental Policy Act required the Forest Service "to consider
an alternative that allocates more than a third of the [roadless]
acreage to Wilderness." 97 The court viewed the Forest Service's choice
of alternatives for consideration as an improper predetermination
of the environmental impact statement outcome, which defeated the
purpose of the National Environmental Policy Act. The court con-
cluded, "While nothing in [the National Environmental Policy Act]
prohibits the Forest Service from ultimately implementing a proposal
that allocates more acreage to Nonwilderness than to Wilderness, it
is troubling that the Forest Service saw fit to consider from the
outset only those alternatives leading to that end result." 98
The Forest Service is now dangerously close to repeating Cal-
ifornia v. Block. The red-cockaded woodpecker draft environmental
impact statement fails to consider any alternative that would set
aside a habitat management area between 125,000 and 1.4 million
acres. This extreme range, with no consideration of intermediate
measures, leaves a gap in the Forest Service's analysis that not even
a lenient "rule of reason" can ignore. This is true especially because
precedent exists for the preservation of the red-cockaded woodpecker
under a plan reserving ten acres per colony (the Georgia-Pacific
agreement) and the major adverse effect of the preferred alternative,
economic loss to surrounding industry and local governments, could
be significantly offset by the development of a middle ground. There
is a great deal of space between the preservation of 125,000 and
1.4 million acres for the development of red-cockaded woodpecker
management standards and guidelines under which both the red-
cockaded woodpecker and the people dependent on the southern
national forests can thrive.
Adding to the suspicions that the Forest Service's preferred
alternative was preselected here, as in California v. Block, and that
the preselection of the preferred alternative is reflected in the selection
of alternatives included in the environmental impact statement, is
testimony given at the House subcommittee hearing. This testimony
provides that prior to the environmental impact statement process,
the Forest Service released a first draft of a long-range red-cockaded
woodpecker recovery plan to scientists gathered at a forum sponsored
96. Block, 690 F.2d at 765-68.
97. Id. at 768.
98. Id.
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by the National Wildlife Federation.99 This was the only plan, or
future alternative, on which the Regional Forester solicited the scien-
tists' comments.' °° This led one representative of the Florida timber
industry to state, "By submitting this plan for the approval of
scientists at a summit sponsored by the National Wildlife Federation,
the Forest Service has let these few individuals approve the plan
without public comment." 0' Although the Forest Service has allowed
public comment on all considered alternatives, the specter of pre-
determination of outcome, despite the National Environmental Policy
Act process, is very real in the case of the red-cockaded woodpecker
plan.10 2
If the Forest Service fails to consider additional alternatives that
seek to balance the needs of the red-cockaded woodpecker and the
needs of other users of the forest using total habitat management
areas between 125,000 and 1.4 million acres, California v. Block
provides strong support for an injunction prohibiting Forest Service
action under its preferred alternative. 0 3
99. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 101 (written statement of Richard A.
Williams, timber harvesting crew chief, Chipola Land & Timber Co., also on behalf
of the Southeastern Wood Producers' Ass'n).
100. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 102 (written statement of Richard A.
Williams).
101. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 101-102 (written statement of Richard
A. Williams); Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 87 (written statement of Joe
Sheffield).
102. The danger that the Forest Service predetermined the preferred red-cockaded
woodpecker alternative also is reflected in statements made by the Forest Service
as early as 1987, even before the first Texas red-cockaded woodpecker injunction
was issued, showing that this type of alternative was becoming an established trend
within the Forest Service. Describing the increasingly "complex business" of National
forest management in the South in 1987, the Director of the Forest Service's Range
Management Staff stated: "Virtually all changes made [in recent forest plans] were
in the direction of more fully accommodating non-commodity user needs and
modifying the amount, kind or timing of commodity production, mainly timber."
Robert M. Williamson, National Outlook for National Forestry System Lands and
Resource Management in the Southeast, Remarks at the Southern Evaluation Project
Workshop (May 26-27, 1987), in PEARSON, supra note 1, at 9. According to
Williamson, the great demand for southern timber reflected in the Southern Timber
Supply Study of the 1980s "serve[d] to emphasize the importance of the small
residual islands of National Forest System lands relative to other ownerships as
multiple use enclaves where wildlife and fish, including non-game, recreation and
water quality share equal importance with timber production." Robert M. Wil-
liamson, National Outlook for National Forestry System Lands and Resource
Management in the Southeast, Remarks at the Southern Evaluation Project Work-
shop (May 26-27, 1987), in PEARSON, supra note 1, at 9.
103. See also Nevada Land Action Ass'n v. United States Forest Serv., 8 F.3d
713, 715-18 (9th Cir. 1993). The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit held that a citizens group did not have standing to challenge a Forest Plan
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B. The Socioeconomic Effects of the Red-Cockaded Woodpecker
Plan
1. The Forest Service's Failure to Consider Socioeconomic
Effects
Opponents of the Forest Service's interim guidelines and
environmental impact statement preferred alternative argue that the
Forest Service disregarded its own regulations, regulations of the
Council on Environmental Quality, and the directive of the Multiple-
Use Sustained Yield Act' 4 by failing to consider the social and
economic effects of the preferred alternative on people living in and
around the southern national forests. 105 A representative of small
timber industry operations voiced this concern at the 1991
subcommittee hearing, before the environmental impact statement
process began, and specifically accused the Forest Service of
disregarding economic effects during the development of the interim
guidelines. 1°6 Because opponents of the preferred alternative glean
under the National Environmental Policy Act when the group's members strictly
alleged economic injury because economic injury is not within the zone of interest
protected by the National Environmental Policy Act. Id. at 716. The plaintiff did
have standing, however, to challenge the Forest Plan under the National Forest
Management Act and its implementing regulations that require consideration of the
economic effects of a Forest Plan. The Ninth Circuit affirmed the dismissal of
the plaintiff's claim that the Forest Service had not considered reasonable alternatives
for range management, since the Forest Service considered a wide spectrum of
acreage uses and adopted an amount of grazing acreage use that was near the
center of the spectrum of alternatives. Id. at 717. It is interesting to compare this
case to the red-cockaded woodpecker draft environmental impact statement, where
the Forest Service is proposing to adopt one of the alternatives that would reserve
the highest amount of acreage (almost 2,000,000 acres) for the red-cockaded wood-
pecker rather than an alternative between the extremes presented.
104. 16 U.S.C. §§ 528-531 (1988 & Supp. V 1993). The Multiple-Use Sustained
Yield Act states: "It is the policy of the Congress that the national forests are
established and shall be administered for outdoor recreation, range, timber, wa-
tershed, and wildlife and fish purposes." 16 U.S.C. § 528 (1988).
105. Section 1508.8 defines the "effects" and "impacts" to be considered by
the agency as "includ[ing] ecological (such as the effects on natural resources and
on the components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystems), aesthetic,
historic, cultural, economic, social or health, whether direct, indirect or cumulative."
40 C.F.R. § 1508.8 (1994).
106. Richard A. Williams, timber harvesting crew chief of a small lumber company
and a representative of the Southeastern Wood Producers' Ass'n, stated at the
subcommittee hearing that:
[he] was assured by members of the [red-cockaded woodpecker] recovery
team as well as members of the staff in Tallahassee, that the local social
and economic impact of the interim guideline decisions on Liberty County
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no more serious consideration of economic effects from the draft
environmental impact statement, similar concerns persist. 0 7 The Forest
Service, however, now has to consider a more powerful voice telling
it to reconsider the economic effects of the preferred alternative,
that of the United States Senate.
On October 8, 1994, the last day of the second session of the
103d Congress, Senator Trent Lott of Mississippi'08 introduced Senate
Resolution 285 expressing the sense of the Senate that the Forest
Service is required by current law to "recognize the multiple uses
of the National Forests" and to "consider such factors as, economic
consequences faced by affected communities" and "the impact on
state and local revenues" in implementing changes to forest
management plans.' ° 9 This part of Senate Resolution 285 is a simple,
but pointed, reminder to the Forest Service that the banner of
''multiple use" can be carried successfully by industry members and
employees seeking to harvest timber as well as by environmentalists
trying to preserve it. Although "multiple use" has been cited most
often as a reason not to allow the level of timber harvest requested
by industry, the same doctrine obligates the Forest Service to provide
for reasonable amounts of timber harvest.
[Florida] would be considered. This was disregarded.
... Even if the Forest Service intends to manage the [red-cockaded
woodpecker] to the exclusion of other resources, it is still, and was at
that time, obligated under [National Environmental Policy Act] to evaluate
the cumulative impact and analyze the social and economic effects which
would be experienced by Liberty County.
The Forest Service cannot say that any meaningful consideration was
given to the social and economic consequences of such a decision. The
Forest Service simply says, as they did before you today, that they knew
the decision would hurt this area.
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 19-20 (statement of Richard A. Williams).
107. In comments submitted to the red-cockaded woodpecker environmental im-
pact statement team leader, the Mississippi Federal Timber Council stated: "[W]e
do not believe the plan accurately reflects the intent of Congress in management
of National Forest Lands in that the management of other resources will be secondary
to the [red-cockaded woodpecker] and other resource outputs will be incidental to
[red-cockaded woodpecker] management." Letter from John Behan, Chairman,
Mississippi Federal Timber Council, to Joe Dabney, Red-Cockaded Woodpecker
Environmental Impact Statement Team Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1
(undated) (on file with author).
108. Senator Lott introduced the Resolution on behalf of himself and Senators
Breaux, Cochran, Heflin, Johnston, Nunn, Craig, Pressler, and Shelby. The Senate
elected Senator Lott majority whip in December 1994. He is also a member of
the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee.
109. S. Res. 285, 103d Cong., 2d Sess. (1994); 140 CONG. REC. S15,030-31,
S15,036 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1994) (statement of Sen. Lott).
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In presenting Senate Resolution 285, Senator Lott stated, "My
effort will restore the essential balance which the Forest Service must
maintain." 110 Senate Resolution 285 specifically requires the Forest
Service to "examine, consider and publicly comment on ... the
social and economic costs associated with each alternative
implementation schedule [for habitat management]" because "[t]he
Forest Service must not emphasize a single resource at the expense
of other resources."" 1 ' Senate Resolution 285 passed without
opposition. "1 2
The draft environmental impact statement preferred alternative
will have a major economic effect on several groups: local
governments, including counties and school boards, and relatively
small timber harvesters, mills, and manufacturers of timber products
who depend on the national forests for their timber supplies. Local
governments lose revenue when timber harvests decrease because the
payments made by the Forest Service to the counties for timber
harvested from national forest land in the county decrease. Under
federal law, the Forest Service pays each county in which it owns
land twenty-five percent of the timber revenues from that land. This
payment is made in lieu of property taxes and must be used by the
county to fund, build, and maintain schools and roads.1 3 In Liberty
County, Florida, officials estimated that under the interim guidelines,
Forest Service payments to the county would drop from an average
of $427,245 per year from 1981 to 1990 to $26,000 per year." 4
Counties in Washington, Oregon, and northern California face
the same crisis because of the Clinton administration's plan to reserve
large tracts of late successional forests for the protection of the
northern spotted owl." 5 As a response to this funding crisis, Congress
110. 140 Cong. Rec. S15,031 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1994) (statement of Sen. Lott).
111. 1r.
112. Id. It should be noted that this vote took place one month before the
November 1994 election in which the Republicans gained a majority of seats in
the Senate.
113. 16 U.S.C. § 500 (Supp. V 1993).
114. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 47 (statement of John T. Sanders,
Chairman, Board of Commissioners, Liberty County, Florida). Sanders also refuted
the idea that an increase in recreational use of the forest could replace timber
revenues. He stated that timber receipts for 1990 in the Apalachicola National
Forest equalled $2.7 million out of a total of $2.8 million in total forest revenues.
During the same time, recreational fees added only $9,396. Subcomm. Hearing,
supra note 8, at 48 (statement of John T. Sanders).
115. FOREST SERVICE, U.S. DEP'T OF AGRIC. & BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT,
U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATE-
MENT ON MANAGEMENT OF HABITAT FOR LATE-SUCCESSIONAL AND OLD-GROWTH
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directed the Secretary of the Treasury to calculate forest revenue
payments for 1994 made to the states of Washington, Oregon, and
northern California on behalf of those counties affected by the
northern spotted owl decisions at a minimum of eighty-five percent
of the average of timber sales revenue received by those counties
from 1986 to 1990.116 Payments to those counties for the years from
1995 to 2000 are to be reduced by three percent per year from the
1994 baseline." 7
It will be difficult for the current administration to support less
than the same revenue guarantee package for the southern counties
impacted by the preservation of red-cockaded woodpecker habitat.
Indeed, as of 1991, at least one southern House member, Pete
Peterson, already had started the process of obtaining for Liberty
County, Florida, the same assurances given to the counties of the
Northwest.I" The Forest Service, however, predicts that total revenues
paid to southern counties actually will increase from the annual
amount paid prior to the implementation of the interim guidelines,
$13.3 million to $21 million in the first decade, because of the
increased value of timber."19 Thus, Congressional assistance may not
be necessary for all counties within the red-cockaded woodpecker
range, but only for those which, like Liberty County, face severe
reductions in county-wide revenue through the creation of habitat
management areas.' 20
The Forest Service anticipates that the number of jobs generated
by the eleven national forests included in the draft environmental
impact statement will fall from 10,300 in 1988-1989, prior to the
implementation of the interim guidelines, to 7900 jobs in the first
FOREST RELATED SPECIES WITHIN THE RANGE OF THE NORTHERN SPOTTED OWL 3&4-
297 to -298 (1994). In 1988, the average county in western Oregon relied on timber
revenue sharing for two percent of their school funds and twenty-three percent of
total county funds. Id. at 3&4-297. Although timber prices were predicted to increase,
the increase was not expected to offset the revenue reductions caused by the decline
in timber harvest volumes. The situation in southwest Oregon was somewhat worse,
where the average county was dependent on timber-generated revenues for four
percent of school funds and fifty-five percent of total county funds. Id. at 3&4-
298.
116. Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, Pub. L. No. 103-66, § 13,982(a),
107 Stat. 312, 681.
117. Id.
118. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 53 (statement of Amos Sumner, vice
president, Chamber of Commerce, Liberty County, and president, Liberty County
Farm Bureau).
119. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 20 (table).
120. Fifty-one percent of Liberty County is within the National Forest System.
Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 48 (statement of John T. Sanders).
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decade of management under the preferred alternative. 2' Job levels
then are predicted to rise to 8300 in the second decade and to 8700
in the third decade as timber production increases with the maturation
of stands to the longer rotation lengths. 122 As with revenue to
counties, the job loss in particular counties is likely to be much
greater than this average. 2 1 In the Apalachicola District of the
Apalachicola National Forest, the implementation of the interim
guidelines decreased the timber harvest from 10.3 million board feet
to an estimated 370,000 million board feet in 1992.124 The pre-
guidelines harvest amount, if purchased in full, would supply a small
mill for 4.2 months; however, the amount produced under the interim
guidelines (which is more than would be produced under the preferred
alternative) would supply a small mill for only three days. 25
Although these numbers demonstrate a severe impact on one
forest district in Florida, other data indicates that no more than
four percent of the total timber harvest in Florida is taken from
the national forests.1 26 The examples of the variable adverse effect
of the interim guidelines and the prediction of magnified effects
under the preferred alternative demonstrate that while particular
counties and locales will suffer serious economic harm by the
implementation of the preferred alternative, the balance of the southern
economy and local governments is likely to feel little impact. 27 Unlike
the situation with the northern spotted owl in the Northwest, the
reservation of even the two million acres currently suggested by the
Forest Service is unlikely to have a harsh impact on the economy
of the individual states or on the eleven-state region. Only six percent
121. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 19 (table).
122. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 19 (table).
123. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 5 (statement of John E. Alcock). Mr.
Alcock stated, "Although the interim standards and guidelines caused a small
decline in timber sales in the southern region as a whole, in specific localized areas,
it caused a sharp decline in the amount of timber available for harvest, particularly
sawlogs." Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 5 (statement of John E. Alcock).
The preferred alternative can be expected to have a similar, but magnified impact
on all counties included in the plan, with the most serious effects again being
borne by those counties that are particularly dependent on the forest resources
industry.
124. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 17 (statement of Joseph A. Sheffield).
125. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 17 (statement of Joseph A. Sheffield).
126. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 40 (statement of Manley K. Fuller,
III, president, Florida Wildlife Federation).
127. As an example, Mississippi contains approximately 1507o of the total proposed
habitat management area acreage. If Mississippi also suffers 15% of the job loss
occasioned by the reduced timber harvest, only an estimated 360 jobs would be
lost in Mississippi. See Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at
19 (table S-4).
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of the potentially productive timberland in the southern region is
held by the Forest Service, compared to the combined 44.5%0 o held
by the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management in Oregon
and Washington.
21
Even if the Forest Service reserves the full two million acres
for the red-cockaded woodpecker, the habitat management area will
equal only 16.99% of the national forest timberland in the southern
region and only slightly more than one percent of all timberland in
the region. 29 Surely in a region with so much productive and potentially
productive timberland, there is room for both people and an
endangered species.
2. Mitigation For Socioeconomic Loss and the Pressing
Need For Meaningful Subregional Planning
Because the impacts of the red-cockaded woodpecker plan are
likely to fall more heavily on certain subregions and counties, the
Forest Service must conduct expedited and meaningful planning at
the forest level. The public must be deeply involved in this process.
Most importantly, the Forest Service must allow itself the flexibility
to tailor individual forest plans to meet the needs of the users of
specific ecosystems, including human users, as well as the red-
cockaded woodpecker. If, instead, the Forest Service acts by rote
in simply applying the regional plan to each forest without
consideration of local needs, the plan will raise tremendous opposition
in those heavily affected locales, and the Forest Service will have
failed in its duty to consider the multiple uses of the forest at issue
and the economic effects of its regional guidance.
As the United States Fish and Wildlife Service has suggested,
additional scientific information on specific populations of the red-
cockaded woodpecker and the quality of its habitat may lead to a
reduction in the necessary size of habitat management areas in a
given forest. 30 In 1991, the red-cockaded woodpecker recovery
coordinator stated:
I am already working on the aspect of flexibility. If there is
going to be any flexibility, I think from the [Forest] Service's
128. See WADDELL, supra note 1, at 12-21 (table 2).
129. The southern region contains approximately 195,384,000 acres of potentially
productive timberland. See WADDELL, supra note 1, at 17-19. Forest Service statistics
show that as of 1987, the timber industry owned 38,231,000 acres, or 19.60o, of
the timberland in the Southern Region. WADDELL, supra note 1, at 17-19.
130. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 13 (statement of Ralph Costa).
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perspective, it is going to be in foraging habitat. However, the
only way you can begin to have flexibility on a particular population
. . . is to have information about what those birds require, how
good is their reproduction, what is their clan size, etc.",
If this information indicates that only a smaller habitat management
area is required on an individual forest or district, Costa admitted
that "there is no reason, from the [Forest] Service's perspective,
that the Fish and Wildlife Service cannot adopt-or the Forest
Service-cannot adopt new guidelines within the context of a forest
plan revision or a plan amendment."' 32 Thus, the red-cockaded
woodpecker management plan and the process by which the plans
are applied to individual forests and districts must maintain flexibility.
Instead, the method by which the Forest Service has chosen to
implement the preferred alternative imposes rigidity. By automatically
amending the Forest Plans through the regional record of decision
to create tentative habitat management areas pending the revision
of the individual Forest Plans (which will take one to three years),
the Forest Service runs the risk of creating enough administrative
inertia to destroy the validity of the forest planning process.'33 The
danger is that forest supervisors will give great weight to the existence
of tentative habitat management areas, which will have been in place
and actively administered for one to three years, in creating and
selecting alternatives for the permanent habitat management areas
to be adopted in the Forest Plan. The danger exists that the Forest
Service, like most administrative agencies, would rather adopt a plan
that is already established than go to the trouble of creating a new
set of boundaries, standards, and guidelines.
Administrative experience with Forest Plans in red-cockaded
woodpecker forests indicates the reality of this danger. When the
Forest Service adopted the 1985 red-cockaded woodpecker handbook,
implementation proceeded through the incorporation of the handbook
into the "Southern Regional Guide." At that time, the Forest Service
"indicated that [it] would comply with the 1985 Handbook as [it]
implemented the forest plans."'13 4 But, at least in the Apalachicola
National Forest:
The individual forest plans then simply referenced the Regional
Guide for [red-cockaded woodpecker] management and indicated
131. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 13 (statement of Ralph Costa).
132. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 13 (statement of Ralph Costa).
133. 16 U.S.C. § 1604 (1988 & Supp. V 1993); 36 C.F.R. pt. 219 (1994) (describing
the forest planning process).
134. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 80 (written statement of Joe Sheffield).
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that they would comply with the 1985 Handbook as they
implemented the forest plans. The forest plans did not include
the effects of implementing the 1985 Handbook in the analyses
of the forest plan alternatives. In addition, since full implementation
of the 1985 Handbook was never fully achieved, the full economic
and social effects of the 1985 Handbook were not analyzed in
the forest plans.13
This circular reasoning- adopting the handbook without
considering local socioeconomic effects because those effects would
be considered at the forest planning stage, then failing to consider
local effects in the forest planning process because the plan must
follow the regional handbook-allegedly caused a complete disregard
of local economic circumstances and effects in the application of
the 1985 Handbook. 3 6 Local users of the southern national forests
now face the same danger with the implementation of the regional
red-cockaded woodpecker standards and guidelines initially through
the record of decision and only later through the forest planning
process.' 3 7 The same process creates the danger that habitat
management areas will be established that satisfy stem and tree
number requirements but do not provide the quality of habitat the
particular colony needs to thrive in a specific forest.
For this reason, the red-cockaded woodpecker regional record
of decision should not automatically amend Forest Plans. As far as
the short-term management of the red-cockaded woodpecker is
concerned, the distinction in process makes little difference because
the interim guidelines, including the moratorium on timber harvests
within three-quarters of one mile of any red-cockaded woodpecker
colony, will remain in effect until the Forest Plans are amended.
The difference lies in the sensitivity to and consideration of both
particular red-cockaded woodpecker colonies and local socioeconomic
affects that the forest-level planning process and the local participation
it engenders would force on the Forest Service.
It will be possible to correct this lack of flexibility and local
consideration when individual Forest Plans eventually are revised.
However, due to administrative inertia and the informal administrative
presumption in favor of keeping things already in writing the way
135. Subcomm. Hearing, supra note 8, at 80 (written statement of Joe Sheffield).
136. Subcomn. Hearing, supra note 8, at 80 (written statement of Joe Sheffield).
137. Forest Service regulations mandate a high degree of public participation
during the forest planning process which can, if allowed, result in the specificity
needed to adapt each Forest Plan to the local needs of both industry and the red-
cockaded woodpecker. See 36 C.F.R. § 219.6 (1994).
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they are, it would be more beneficial to local users of the forests
to begin the forest planning process with a clean slate (with no
finalized habitat management area drawn). This would enable local
users to shape the process and the outcome without an overriding
presumption of the validity of amendments already made to the
plan through the record of decision. Although the effects of the
interim guidelines would be continued, the more drastic effects of
the preferred alternative would be delayed until the local process
was completed. As Senator Lott stated in support of Senate Resolution
285:
My approach is to head off adverse economic consequences before
implementation by anticipating problems. It makes sense to create
a smooth glide path for timber-dependent communities as Forest
Management Plans are changed. It makes double sense to do
this up front, not after families and communities have been
disrupted and devastated.' 8
Advocates of the red-cockaded woodpecker should make the same
argument on behalf of localized, colony-specific habitat management
area planning.
3. The Consideration of a Phase-in Approach to the
Preferred Alternative Reserves
Senate Resolution 285 also states the view of the Senate regarding
the rate of implementation of the necessary red-cockaded woodpecker
reserves. The second paragraph of Senate Resolution 285 states:
[T]he Secretary of Agriculture shall phase in to the greatest extent
practicable each forest management change that would amend or
revise a forest plan to provide for greater diversity of plant and
animal communities in a particular National Forest or district of
the Forest Service. 39
In discussing Senate Resolution 285, Senator Lott stated:
The Forest Service, under current policies, would immediately set
aside the full habitat area for foraging even though the species
population would not require this area for well into the next
century. This is neither environmentally nor economically sound.
It is an arrogant abuse of public assets entrusted to the Forest
138. 140 Cong. Rec. S15,031 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1994) (statement of Sen. Lott).
139. S. Res. 285, 103d Cong., 2d Sess. (1994).
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Service. I believe current Forest Service practices reinforce hostility
toward environmental policies, and this is counterproductive. 4
This simple phase-in rule, if adopted by the Forest Service,
would create habitat management areas at a size necessary for the
immediate needs of the red-cockaded woodpecker that exist in the
forests and would provide protection of habitat and forage for the
red-cockaded woodpecker to use as the populations grow. Total
habitat management area acreage would be increased on an annual
basis after a review of the red-cockaded woodpecker's progress and
population increases. Of critical importance is Senator Lott's statement
that the resolution does not contest the need for habitat management
or the need for the eventual protection of the entire proposed habitat
management area acreage. 14'
The rule makes sense and should be adopted with one obvious
caveat: Because the red-cockaded woodpecker requires old-growth
pine for building cavities and thirty-year old pine for forage, the
red-cockaded woodpecker guidelines must ensure that the necessary
number of stands of these ages are available for reservation in the
event if the red-cockaded woodpecker recovers as expected or recovers
at more optimistic growth rates. To facilitate this approach, the red-
cockaded woodpecker guidelines should create habitat management
areas that use concentric circles emanating from the central point
of a colony site, with the smaller circles closer to the colony sites
receiving more protection from harvesting in order to provide current
and future cavity-building trees. The surrounding forest can become
more available for timber production as the diameter of the circles
moves away from the colony site, with the obvious goal of preserving
sufficient current and future thirty-year old forage habitat. This plan
should replace the current preferred alternative that prohibits most
timber harvesting in the entire habitat management area.
This is another good reason to make the forest planning stage
of the red-cockaded woodpecker planning process a substantive
endeavor. Only on the forest level can these technical boundaries
be drawn in consideration of the strength of the red-cockaded
woodpecker population involved, its potential for growth, and the
quality of habitat available.
The Forest Service proposed the management intensity level
device in the draft environmental impact statement, which could be
used to create the phase-in approach. However, as currently planned,
140. 140 Cong. Rec. S15,031 (daily ed. Oct. 8, 1994) (statement of Sen. Lott).
141. Id.
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one management intensity level will apply to an entire habitat
management area, and the choice of intensity level for each habitat
management area will be based largely on the size and isolation of
a particular red-cockaded woodpecker population. 42 A variable
management intensity level system should be applied to each habitat
management area, according to the needs of the red-cockaded
woodpecker population, in the concentric circle fashion, with the
larger circles of the habitat management area receiving less protection
from harvesting (through a more relaxed management intensity level)
than the smaller circles (which would receive a more restrictive
management intensity level). Habitat management areas would also
allow for habitat corridors between any colonies close enough to
provide natural dispersal area. Under this plan, the entire habitat
management area and necessary management intensity level circles
would be designated at the time of the Forest Plan revision. Necessary
prohibitions on harvesting in the outer circles would not occur until
restrictions were needed to provide adequate future forage and habitat
for the increasing population. The Forest Service would constantly
look ahead to the needs of the species and restrict harvesting at the
time and in the manner necessary to have habitat and forage trees
ready when the red-cockaded woodpecker needed them, instead of
thirty years earlier. 143 Although large-scale clear-cutting probably
would be prohibited even from the outer circles of the red-cockaded
woodpecker's habitat management area, selective harvesting methods,
and even some small clearcuts with immediate replanting, could be
used in some forest settings.
V. CONCLUSION
In adapting to its environment over thousands of years, the
red-cockaded woodpecker has learned to avoid or outwit screech
owls, rat snakes, periodic forest fires, and even hurricane season.
But the adaptations toward biological specialization that saved the
species from natural catastrophe now threaten the species' continued
142. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at 5, 25.
143. Alternative A, which is based on the interim guidelines' protection of a
three-quarter mile radius around red-cockaded woodpecker colonies, approaches
this idea by providing that the one-quarter mile closest to the colony would receive
intensive management, the next one-half mile would receive moderate management,
and the area beyond the three-quarter mile zone would be managed according to
the basic Forest Plan. Draft Environmental Impact Statement, supra note 60, at
9. Arguably, these areas would not be large enough to provide for the recovery
of the red-cockaded woodpecker, but the idea is workable if applied properly over
the larger areas envisioned in the habitat management area proposals.
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existence in a forest ecosystem greatly altered by human uses of the
forest. The Forest Service has taken bold steps to devise a man-
agement scheme to improve the red-cockaded woodpecker's chances
of survival and growth. But without changes and the additional
consideration of alternatives, it is likely that forest users opposed
to the creation of large habitat management areas for the red-
cockaded woodpecker will prevail in seriously delaying the imple-
mentation of the Forest Service's recovery plans.
In order to avoid these delays, the Forest Service should take
the following steps:
(1) Consider additional alternatives in a supplemental environ-
mental impact statement or at least prior to the adoption of a
preferred alternative in a record of decision that create a total habitat
management area acreage between 125,000 acres and 1.4 million
acres. Although these alternatives may ultimately be rejected as
preserving too little of the forest, they must be considered;
(2) Consider alternatives that include a phase-in approach to
the creation of habitat management areas;
(3) Consider the use of multiple management intensity level
designations within each habitat management area in order to fa-
cilitate both the reduction of immediately-created habitat management
area acreage from the two million acre proposal and the phase-in
approach; and
(4) Amend the individual Forest Plans through the statutory/
regulatory forest planning process rather than through the red-cock-
aded woodpecker record of decision in order to ensure optimum
local public participation and to ensure that each habitat management
area can be developed with full consideration of the needs of each
population of red-cockaded woodpeckers. and each community of
human forest users.
If the Forest Service follows both the letter and the spirit of
the National Forest Management Act and the National Environmental
Policy Act in making the forest planning process a substantive process
that invites serious public participation, then the Forest Service will
account to the public for its choices among uses of the southern
national forests and will likely make sound choices that large sectors
of the public will support, even if they result in a long-term reduction
in forest use. If the Forest Service ignores that responsibility; how-
ever, the effective management of the red-cockaded woodpecker by
the Forest Service is still years of litigation away.
VI. EPILOGUE
As this article was going to press, the Forest Service issued the
Final Environmental Impact Statement regarding the management
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of the red-cockaded woodpecker and the record of decision imple-
menting the management strategy." As expected, the Forest Service
adopted its preferred management alternative, Alternative E, which
immediately modifies eleven Forest Plans in the Southern Region to
create habitat management areas for the species.
The record of decision implements these changes as "nonsig-
nificant" amendments to the regional forest planning guidance and
to the Forest Plans, thus preempting the higher level of public
participation and environmental assessment that would be required
of a "significant" amendment to the regional or individual forest
planning documents. 45 A nonsignificant amendment to regional guid-
ance may be implemented without the approval of the Chief Forester
and without additional environmental assessment, whereas a signif-
icant amendment to a regional guide must be approved by the Chief
Forester and must satisfy the procedural steps required for the initial
creation of regional guidance, including public participation and
environmental assessment. 46 A significant amendment to an indi-
vidual Forest Plan must be approved by the Regional Forester after
appropriate environmental assessment, public participation, and sub-
mission by the Forest Supervisor. 47
144. See supra note 60.
145. Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 28-31. The National Forest Man-
agement Act and Forest Service regulations allow a Regional Forester to make and
implement nonsignificant amendments to the regional guide. 16 U.S.C. § 1604((f)(4)
(1985); 36 C.F.R. § 219.8(f) (1994). As the record of decision states, neither the
National Forest Management Act nor the regulations define a "significant" amend-
ment, although "[tihe Forest Service LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLANNING
HANDBOOK (FSH 1902.12) provides more detailed guidance for exercising this dis-
cretion [of deciding what amendments are 'nonsignificant']." Record of Decision,
supra note 60, at 28-29. The handbook considers four elements in making this
determination: (1) the timing of the amendment in relation to the forest plan's
decennial review process, (2) the location and size of the area affected by the
amendment, (3) the "goals, objectives and outputs" of the forests, and (4) the
extent of change in forest management prescriptions caused by the amendment.
Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 29-30.
146. 36 C.F.R. § 219.8(f) (1994).
147. 36 C.F.R. § 219(f) (1994). The Forest Service's decision to modify the
affected Forest Plans through the record of decision as "insignificant amendments"
raises two difficult questions:
(i) Does the Regional Forester have the authority directly to amend Forest
Plans?
(ii) If so, can this amendment of regional guidance and eleven Forest
Plans reasonably be called insignificant?
The first question is difficult to answer because although the amendment of
a Regional Guide eventually modifies the way individual forests are managed, Forest
Service regulations give the Regional Forester no authority to amend Forest Plans.
Instead, 36 C.F.R. §§ 219.8 and 219.10 confine the authority of the Regional
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The record of decision approves seven minor changes to the
Draft Environmental Impact Statement, only two of which directly
impact the preceding discussion. 41 In response to comments regarding
the variability of pine forest ecosystems and their ability to sustain
red-cockaded woodpecker populations, the final environmental im-
pact statement allows "Forest Plans to identify final population
objectives based on acres of suitable or potentially suitable [red-
cockaded woodpecker] habitat with [habitat management areas] and
Forester to developing and implementing regional guidance (§ 219.8(a)(2)) and to
approving or disapproving Forest Plans (§ 219.10(c)). The forest plan itself, however,
is to be developed by an interdisciplinary team appointed and supervised by the
Forest Supervisor, who is also responsible for developing an environmental impact
statement and creating opportunities for public participation. 36 C.F.R. § 219. 10(a)(3),
(b) (1994). See supra text accompanying notes 130-38 (discussing the results of
avoiding the forest level planning process by amendment through the record of
decision). While the Forest Supervisor is given the authority to make minor amend-
ments to the forest plan without the Regional Forester's approval, the regulations
do not extend the authority to amend Forest Plans to the Regional Forester. 36
C.F.R. §§ 219.8, 219.10 (1994). The record of decision itself quotes these regulations,
stating that "the Forest Supervisor shall determine whether a proposed amendment
would result in a significant change in the plan," but does not explain why, in
this instance, the Regional Forester made these eleven decisions. Record of Decision,
supra note 60, at 28.
The second question dovetails into the first. By declaring these amendments
"insignificant," the Forest Service attempts to bootstrap five years of tremendous
change in the forest management policies of the Southern National Forests onto
the final, incremental, "insignificant" change. Through the hybrid regional guide/
forest plan amendments, the Forest Service manages to involve 2 million acres of
National Forest in red-cockaded woodpecker habitat management without ever
creating a "significant" amendment to the regional guide or Forest Plans. Although
the most recent changes only increase the habitat management areas from 1.45
million acres (the area under the Interim Standards and Guidelines) to 2 million
acres (the area under Alternative E), the Forest Service instead should consider the
increase in habitat management area acreage as one from 125,000 acres (the area
under the 1985 Fish and Wildlife Handbook) to 2 million acres, because in 1990
"[t/he Interim standards and guidelines were incorporated into affected Forest Plans
as nonsignificant amendments. " See Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 6-9
(comparing Alternative A, based on the Interim Standards and Guidelines, with
Alternative E). In other words, the Forest Service never has considered the incre-
mental increases in Southern National Forest acreage dedicated to the preservation
of the red-cockaded woodpecker from 125,000 acres to 2 million acres as a "sig-
nificant" modification necessitating full individual forest planning procedures. See
supra text accompanying notes 136-37 (discussing the similar circular reasoning
concerning the adoption of Forest Plans after the creation of the 1985 regional
guidance, where neither the handbook nor the Forest Plans considered local so-
cioeconomic effects of the management scheme because each document relied on
the other to do so). As discussed above, the impact of this progression on some
forests may indeed be nominal, but the management process has effected other
forests significantly. See supra text accompanying notes 113-38.
148. Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 3-5.
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the desired future condition of these habitats based on land type
association." 49
The record of decision also allows increased selective timber
harvesting, and the resulting initial preservation of less foraging area,
for acreage within a habitat management area but over 1.5 miles
away from the nearest active cluster. 50 The stated rationale for this
modification is the increased ability to restore stands with prime
red-cockaded woodpecker habitat tree species such as long-leaf pines.'
The unstated, but obvious, result is that in areas not expected to
be used for nesting in the near future, increased timber harvesting
will be allowed. As long as this program is accomplished with the
environmental sensitivity with which it is stated in the record of
decision, the modification could result in many of the benefits to
human users of the forests sought through suggestions (2) and (3)
in the CONCLUSION, above, while also providing increased foraging
habitat for a future, recovering red-cockaded woodpecker popula-
tion.'
149. Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 5.
150. Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 5.
151. The record of decision states:
If we were to provide the same amount of foraging habitat for recruitment
stands beyond 1.5 miles of an active cluster, as we do for active clusters
and recruitment stands within 1.5 miles of an active cluster, we would
severely restrict our ability to restore pine species more desirable to the
[red-cockaded woodpecker]. It may be decades before many of the re-
cruitment stands beyond 1.5 miles of an active cluster are occupied. Enough
foraging habitat will be provided to sustain a group of [red-cockaded
woodpeckers], if one of these recruitment. stands is activated.
Record of Decision, supra note 60, at 5.
152. Of course, this increased logging should be considered a one-time event. If
the species recovers as hoped, the replanted stands of long-leaf pine would be
necessary for additional forage and would not be available for future timber
production.
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